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About This Game

Gray Skies, Dark Waters drops you into a world of secrets, unanswered questions, and (just maybe) the supernatural. Search to
reveal the truth—or, at least, your version of it.

What does it mean to truly disappear without a trace? In this modern interpretation of centuries-old folklore, that’s the question
that seventeen-year-old Lina Garrett has to consider after her mother vanishes. Take Lina on a thought-provoking journey

through her small Chesapeake Bay town of Avett's Landing to unravel the mystery of her mother’s disappearance and explore
what it means to be part of a family - even a troubled one.

Fans of story-based games like The Path, Life is Strange, and To the Moon will love this story-driven adventure game in which
your continuous choices decide the future of the Garrett family. Gray Skies, Dark Waters comes alive with:

an original score

full voice-acting

hand-drawn paintings inspired by children’s book illustrations

a 2-3 hour playtime

a series of short stories set in Avett’s Landing, Virginia
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Rich commentary mode that includes interviews with developers and experts in various fields

The game features 3D models interacting in 2D settings, similar to classics like Grim Fandango, The Longest Journey, and
Resident Evil 2. Gray Skies, Dark Waters takes literary inspiration from the writings of Edgar Allan Poe, Flannery O’Connor,

Jorge Luis Borges, and Shirley Jackson.
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Title: Gray Skies, Dark Waters
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Green Willow Games, LLC
Publisher:
Green Willow Games, LLC
Release Date: 9 Jun, 2017
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gray skies dark waters gameplay. gray skies dark waters review. gray skies dark waters download. gray skies dark waters
walkthrough. gray skies dark waters

This game s comes with a good feel to it, runs beautifully, good varitey of bosses too. Always trying to beat highscores!
i do recommend this game to thode who love a retro feel. Good music, good achievements.. THSI IS SO FUN TO PLAY
. Not really that impressive. Graphics and gameplay aren't bad at all, but the storyline is way too short and feels somehow
unfinished. While the first stage really was fun, later on the level design feels like the developers really didn't give a damn about
delivering a polished product. Even Stranglehold was better than this.

The Good:
+ Actually not a bad story and setting
+ Max Payne clones are always kinda fun
+ Pretty graphics

The Bad:
- Way too short
- Often a bland level design
- Annoying techno soundtrack (depends on your taste though)
- Not much variety throughout the game

The Ugly:
-- Have I already mentioned that it's too damn short?

If you buy this during Sales for about $1, then it's okay I guess. Every other price you pay for this is way too much though.

4/10. A really basic simulator game but unfortunately not really long ... In 2 hours i have compelted the game and got all the
achievements.
Anyway it was a cool game that keep me focus during all the time, good graphics and simple gameplay. However a couple of
more complex levels would bring something else to this game.. I see another recent review which claims there are 'fake reviews'
on Ubermosh games, and also that they are 'identical'. I promise you I'm a real human being who is only reviewing this game
once. I can also promise you that these games are indeed similar (as screen shots show) but do play differently. For this game,
playing around the timed mana burst system and synergising that with my playstyle is a whole new dimension, and -- as always --
getting the achievements feels like something that is really earned.. Lot to like about this game. Heavily influenced by
Chinatown and the works of Hammett and Chandler. A few transitions in the story aren't quite clearly explained by the narration
but your choices carry weight. I enjoyed it a lot and I'll be replaying it.. GG.

10/10 Best friendship destroyer.. Great music and playful physics. Worth toying around with.. Goofy fantasy pinball, could it
use updated for today's monitors? Yeah!

Find during a sale.

It's Worm's Pinball, well aged, should probably be dropped to $2.99. [2011 is not accurate, 1998]

Still works with Windows 10 64-bit, +1 for that.
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Simple, but very interesting to play around with. Very cool effect when all those particles explode around you and then start to
orbit around your hands again. Won't last long, yet definitely worth checking out.. nice game .. Love this game. One of the few
games that does horror correct. This is one of the few games that gives me a scare.

Update:
So i have been playing more of this game and still love it. i Love how it is one of the few games that does scare me. i would say
if you like mystery and horror games you will like this one.. I bought the German campaign to command German troops... most
of the missions follow an "advisor" and you command foreign troops (bulgarian, ottoman, etc) through tedious stealth missions.
The mission triggers are very finicky and it can take a long time to progress if one isn't triggered and you have to do it yourself..
Love this game 10/10 looks very nice can do whatever you want WHENEVER you wan't must buy game always chilling with
mates on this one :). Click Apocalypse: Escape the Item find.
Zombie Clicker: broken Pixel hunt.

I think my Girlfriend bought this for me... either as a joke or a coded why of saying she hates me I am not sure.
Not a lot to say about this game.

it wants to be a frantic click game every other level but Click detection seemed to be off so hits became misses at random.
In between it is a hidden item game where items are not really hidden but the pixel to collect them seems to be (Looking at you
shotgun shells)

Even at a dollar Its not worth picking up unless you are REALLY bored... but then you have flash games and Facebook for
better quality and price.
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